
Board Report – February, 2017 

 The press release for the Borscht Belt interviews did wonders:  Marvin’s interview has almost 

400 views, 280 across all interviews in the past week.  Seven people have expressed interest in 

being interviewed. Not sure how to communicate new releases. Very warm response.  

 The Annual Report revealed a need to gather user statistics from the website.  Google Analytics 

was deployed across all webpages on February 6, and since then (7 days as of this report) we’ve 

had 536 unique users. There is a lot of (anonymous) information available.  If we choose to, we 

can enable an advanced version at no cost but this will require us to notify users about the kind 

of data we’re collecting: 

o So for example, Google Analytics (GA Adv.) advanced version is able to gather their age, 

gender and what interest category they fall under. 

o GA Adv. gets this information from “cookies” or little bits of data that get created as 

users go around the internet. 

o GA Adv. can access those cookies and compile anonymous reports from the cookies 

created; we then get those reports and can make our own conclusions. At no point is 

personal information made available to us. 

o Some information we can gather on an individual basis: IP address, device type, and the 

browser they use. But none of these can be tied to a specific identity. This is what we’re 

currently gathering. 

 The basic version as we have it now does not require user notification of privacy, the advanced 

version would. In my personal opinion, while it might be nice or interesting to know the 

demographics of visitors to our website, I don’t know if we could make effective use of it. Our 

website is only a basic portal to information and an advanced privacy notice may scare away a 

portion of patrons at no real gain for the library.  

 For almost a week we were plagued with extremely slow internet (as low as 0.5 Mbps). Calling 

TWC (now Spectrum) revealed that the Modem had lost connection to 1 of the 4 channels 

available to it.  We power-cycled the modem after business hours and that seems to have 

resolved the issue. 

 RCLS installed Mobile-Printing (PrinterOn) on our server, it links right into our existing LPT client. 

A finalized version of the flyer for this program is available on the server. Patrons can navigate 

to a website, or email their document as an attachment and have the job show up in our normal 

print queue for release.  

o This program uses their e-mail address rather than their library card, so there is no way 

to verify that they are in fact a patron unless we ask them to provide a card in person to 

receive their print. 

 We’ve collected surveys for many programs, and most of them have been entered into 

GoogleForms, which provides statistics for responses. They are organized by program and can 

be printed out.  

Respectfully submitted by:   Connor Scott 


